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Why going back to basic is necessary? Bringing back previous “GMRC” good moral and right conduct and “CAT” citizens army training in the curriculum surely will help students in their values formation and if they will develop it through discipline then it would be easier to teach because students are disciplined and will recognize their teacher as person in authority whom they need to show respect at all times and in all places. As important as we need to eat regularly to live it is also necessary that we need to emphasized and reinforced our value formation in every child that is born. The moment the child is born the family should take seriously their moral obligation to mold each child to become a law-abiding citizen and God-fearing child.

Back to basic as the family remains the basic unit of society the sole foundation that helps in shaping up the physical, psychological, social and moral development of a child toward a holistic individual no other than the family. The way the child loved, cared and nurtured at home provides the opportunities for a child to thrive better in life.

The main purpose of this article is basically reiterating the principle of going back to basic; meaning the home as the basic unit of society; the parents need to realized they have the basic roles of nurturing, molding and teaching moral values and education of their children. An excerpt from the family proclamation to the world of the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-Day Saints, 1995 “the family is the central to the creators plan of eternal destiny of His children; the husband and wife have a solemn responsibility to love and care for each other and for their children and this is the sacred duty of parents. This moral development we are building in the sanctuary of our home radiates beyond in our
society. Thus, if parents fulfill their sacred duties as first teacher of their children and home as the first school, then we will have a good member in the society.
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